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COMPUTATION OF LIGHTING= AND VIEWING ANGLES
INTRODUCTION
Bidirection reflectivity measurements of samples of s p acecraft materials
are done for a variety of lighting and photometer viewing angles. The resulting
reflectivity values are presented as a function of two pairs of angles el, t1,
and O Z , ^ 2 ,. The first pair defines the direction of the incident light with
respect to the illuminated surface. The second pair defines the direction of
the observed reflected light with respect to the sample surface. The sketch
below illustrates this geometry for a sample of rolled aluminum. It should be
noted, however, that the direction of vector V 1 , lying in the sample surface is
essentiall y
 arbitrary.
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This report describes a digital computer program that computes the e, 6
pairs necessary to utilize bidirectional reflectivity data for determining
relative brightness of points on the exterior of the Apollo launch vehicle.
The computations are made for a given vehicle attitude, direction of the sun
or other single illumination source, and observer line-of-sight (LOS), all with
respect to a fixed coordinate system, East, North and up.
l
r
EQUATIONS
Consider the triad of unit vectors i, j, k, where i points East, j
points North, and k points up (away from the earth's center).
Up A k
A
East	 North
i
Let: (i)
	 A be the azimuth angle of the vehicle longitudinal axis from-
North, positive towards the East.
(ii) E be the elevation angle of the vehicle longitudinal axis with
respect to the i, j plane, positive for vehicle nose up.
(iii) the vehicle roll attitude angle be zero, i.e., the vehicle pitch
axis is parallel to the i, j, plane.
(iv) d be the angle between the vehicle skin and its longitudinal axis,
measured in the plane containing the long itudinal axis and the
illuminated point in question, positive if adjacent points are
closer to the longitudinal axis on the nose side and farther away
on the tail side of the point in question.
(v) Ac be the azimuth of the observer LOS as viewed from the vehicle,
measured as in (i).
(vi) E` be the elevation of the observer LOS as viewed from the vehicle,
measured as in (II). NOTE: E is negative if vehicle is higher
c
than observer.
(vii) As be the azimuth of the sun (or other single source of parallel
rays) as viewed from the vehicle, measured as in (i).
(viii) E s be the elevation of the sun as viewed from the vehicle, measured
as in (ii) .
(ix) IP be the vehicle roll angular position of the plane through the
longitudinal axis containing the illuminated point in question.
Then, unit vectors V 1 , V 2 , V 3 can be defined in terms of these angles.
The tails of these unit vectors are tied to the illuminated point in question;
V,,lies in the vehicle skin, pointing towards the nose, and is contained in the
plane through the longitudinal axis and the illuminated point; V 2
 is normal to
the skin; V 3 = V 1 ;^ V2.
Furthermore, unit vectors U  and U s can be defined. These vectors also
emanate from the illuminated point in question, and U  points cowards the
observer, and U
s 
points towards the sun.
It can be shown that, where S = Sine, C =- Cosine
A
V1 = [SACF" C3+ (CAC'P + SASF.S'P )S8]i
A
+ [CACEU-(SAC'P-CASES^P)S^I j
A
+ [SECu5-CES'PS61k
A
V2 = [SACLSc - (CAC'P + SASFW)CS]i
A
+[CACF.SS+(SACS-CASES(') U ] j
A
+[SES6+CES(PC6]k
V3 = V1 A V2
and
A	 A	 A
U	 =
c	 c	 c	 c	 c	 c
S A C E i+ C A C E j+ S E k
A	 A	 A
U	 =
s	 s	 s	 s	 s	 s
S A C E i+ C A C E j+ S E k
Finally, it is evident from the first sketch that:
--
6 1 = C	 Us	 V2,
^1 = tan	 — U s V3
U s V1
- 1 —	 _
e 2 = C	 U 	 V2,
(D2 = tan	 — U V3c
U 
V1
.^ r
a.. y
is
PROGRAIM DESCRIPTION
The RUSH language name of the program is (AGPCUR,WAI.KER) and qtr. D.
Dartez, TRW Systems Group, Houston Operations, is the programmer.
The program computes the vectors described above and the angles e,^.
The program is written in the RUSH language for use on TRW's Conversational
Computing Console Terminal.
Inputs_^
InPLIt of data refers to the transfer of information to the internal
memory of the computer. RUSH_ language statements of the input type contained
in (AGPCUR,1^'ALKER) direct information to be transferred from the typewriter
console to the internal. memory of the computer. After each request of the
computer, the user responds by typing in the assigned value for a particular
variable. The carriage on the console is then returned and another request
from the computer is made. This is the sequence used in transferring data to
the internal memory of the computer. For a list and description of input
values, see Table I.
TABLE I.
RUSH INPUT DATA
RUSH
NOTATION
A
MATH
NOTATION DESCRIPTION UNITS
A Azimuth from true North (positive
toward	 the East)of spacecraft axis
	
i
Degrees
E E Elevation of spacecraft axis from
the horizon	 (i,	 j	 plane) Degrees
AS A Azimuth of the sun line-of-sight Degrees
ES Es Elevation of	 the sun line-of-sight Degrees
AC Ac Azimu,l	 the camera line-of-sight Degrees
EC
E 
Elevation of the camera line-of-sight Degrees
D d Inclination of surface with respect
to the center line of vehicle Degrees
- P _-'- -	 ^P	 --^ Roll position of illuminated point- Degrees
r
Outputs:
An output statement specifies by name the item or items which are to
be retrieved from memory, referring to a format code within the program
which describes the form this information is to take on the output or printed
page. For a list and description of output information, see Table II.
TABLE II.
RUSH OUTPUT DATA
DESCRIPTION
Incidence angle from surface normal
Incidence azimuth angle
Reflection ang le from surface normal
Reflection azimuth angle
RUSH
	
MATH
OTATION
	
NOTA': WN,
THETAI
	
81
PH11
THETA2
	
e2
PHI'
	
^2
UNITS
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
DIRECTION FOR USE' OF "RUSH" PROGRAM (AGPCUR,WALKER)
1. o/o Login (TRI:71ICC, XXXXXX)
2. RUSH request user auto-save (depress attention key)	
r
3. o/o Load (AGPCUR,WALKER)
4. o/o XF.Q 1 thru ...
5. Program request A, E, AS, ES, AC, EC, D, and P.
6. Program prints Thetal, Phil, Theta2 and Phil associated with above D and P.
7. Program request another D and P.
8. Program. prints Thetal, Phil, Theta2 and Phi2 associated with latest input
value of D and P.
9. This sequence is repeated until all necessary data has been calculated.
SEE ATTACHti1EN?' FOR A LISTING OF PROGRAM.
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